common in embryonic stem cells that are NER defective. It is reported that 61% of all p53 mutations in skin cancers from NER-defective xeroderma pigmentosum patients are CC tandem mutations [11] . This suggests that transcription-coupled repair is important to remove CPDs to avoid the formation of transcription-dependent CC tandem mutations in the p53 gene.
The observed transcriptiondependent UV deletions and CC tandem mutations are in line with previous data from yeast showing that transcription-associated mutagenesis is enhanced in both non-homologous and homologous recombination (HR), but to a lesser extent in base excision repair mutants [12] . It is well established that a high level of transcription is associated with an increase in homologous recombination in yeast [13] and in mammalian cells [14, 15] . Transcription-associated recombination is distinct from homologous recombination induced by DNA double-strand breaks (DSBs) [16] and is likely related to the collision between the transcription and replication machinery [14, 17] . In line with these thoughts, Hendriks and colleagues [4] suggest that transcription-dependent, UV-induced deletions could be a consequence of DSBs forming after collision of transcription and replication [3, 4] .
It is clear that transcription, repair and replication on the same piece of DNA needs coordination. Several recent reports highlight the importance of the collision of transcription and replication forks. In this respect it is interesting to note that the orientation of replication in relation to transcription is an important factor in the amount of transcription-associated mutations [18] . We can anticipate that more will be uncovered about how transcription influences other DNA metabolism processes. 
Speciation: Mosquitoes Singing in Harmony
Anopheles gambiae, a major vector of malaria, is a complex of cryptic species and subspecies. A new study describes a remarkable behaviour that might contribute to sexual isolation in this species complex: males and females are much more likely to show harmonic convergence of wing beat sounds when courting individuals of the same type.
Michael G. Ritchie and Elina Immonen
Most studies of the causes of speciation are academic pursuits, aiming to assess different theories of speciation. But when the study organism is one of the world's greatest vectors of malaria, identifying the causes of reproductive isolation may have a huge impact on understanding the spread of disease and how to control it. Anopheles gambiae is the vector involved in most malaria deaths, and genetic studies have indicated that this mosquito actually consists of a number of now well-characterised species, some of which appear to have cryptic subspecies or 'incipient species'. The ecological and intrinsic factors that contribute to this divergence are poorly understood, but work described in this issue of Current Biology [1] suggests that a subtle behavioural interplay between courting partners may act as a mechanism of species recognition. Since Dobzhansky, the factors responsible for reproductive isolation have traditionally been separated into premating or postmating isolation. Premating isolation includes sexual isolation, where individuals of different species are less attracted to each other, but also includes niche divergence or any other feature that makes them less likely to mate. Postmating isolation includes hybrid incompatibilities such as sterility or inviability. Studies of the 'M' and 'S' forms of An. gambiae s.s. have identified various chromosomal and molecular differences by which they can be distinguished [2] . Laboratory crosses suggest there is little selection against hybridisation due to postmating incompatibilities [3] , but both forms coexist in the wild, with little evidence of hybridisation [4, 5] . So, what causes premating isolation? Differences in sexual behaviour -traits such as courtship song or elaborate morphologies and associated preferences -are the most common causes of sexual isolation in closely related insects and thus an obvious place to look. Mosquito sex is characterised by swarming behaviour, with males forming swarms or leks that females approach before being mated. Indirect estimates of mating frequencies based on genotyping sperm from field-caught inseminated females suggest that strong assortative mating occurs [6] . Courtship song is well known in many Diptera and influences sexual isolation [7] . The characteristic 'hum' of mosquito flight (which can be so sleep-depriving to travellers) reflects their wing beat frequency and has been suspected to influence collective swarming and finding mating partners, but initial studies failed to find a clear difference in flight sounds, apparently scuppering this hypothesis [8] .
Pennetier et al. [1] report that the wing beat frequencies are involved in close range interactions between males and females, but in a much more surprising and interactive manner than have been described for other dipterans. The authors observed that mosquitoes maintain a constant ratio between their fundamental wing beat frequency when flying with the same-form pair, a behaviour not elicited by potential sexual partners of the other form. This flight-duetting appears to be involved in sexual recognition in other mosquito species [9] [10] [11] , but this is the first demonstration that this matching is much less likely to occur between partners of different subspecies. The group recorded the flight-tone interactions of tethered male and female mosquitoes from each M and S form, using wild-collected individuals from Burkina Faso, Western Africa, where both of the molecular forms exist in sympatry and can occur in mixed mating swarms [12] . Remarkably, the tethered mosquitoes can interact subtly and the constant ratio of their fundamental wing beat frequency leads to frequency matching of harmonics. Males and females differ in wing beat frequency, but the 3 rd harmonic of the female and the 2 nd harmonic of the male converge during this strange duet. This is a very delicate interaction where the mean matching frequency produced by a pair is variable and unique to each interaction, and actively maintained by both partners of the duet. Therefore, the previous recordings of wing beat frequency using only solitary individuals could not have detected this complex interplay [8] . Another remarkable part of this story is that An. gambiae mosquitoes cannot actually hear the tones they are matching. The harmonic frequencies are beyond the bandwidth of the Johnston organ, the 'ears' of Diptera. So how do the mosquitoes duet? It appears that they use distortion sounds generated by the difference in flight tones to fine-tune their wing beats, even when they cannot hear the actual harmonics. The analysis of the exquisite sensitivity of the hearing apparatus of the mosquito (Figure 1 ) is a highlight of the study. Furthermore, the absence of difference tones when harmonics are synchronised may facilitate mating by smoothening airflow disturbance between interacting partners, thus easing mating on the wing. This is a spectacular example of complex behavioural interactions and sensory physiology. Does it help to unravel the mysteries of mosquito speciation? These new findings raise very intriguing questions about the role and contribution of such a behavioural phenomenon to speciation. The lack of post-mating isolation between the M and S forms in the laboratory seems clear, but there is a degree of ecological distinctiveness, which might lead to selection against hybrids in nature. For example, the larvae of each molecular form occur in different types of pond, which can influence post-mating isolation indirectly if different life histories or predation pressures influence pond survival [13] . Such ecological sources of selection against hybrids will influence the potential for cross-mating between species (and in such circumstances the strict Dobzhanskian division between premating and postmating isolation can be unhelpful).
Whether sympatric populations of M and S forms swarm jointly or independently is variable. In Burkina Faso, hybrids are rare despite the formation of mixed swarms. In contrast, recent studies of swarming behaviour in Mali have shown by extensive sampling that swarms tend to consist of males of only one species [14] . Swarms show a degree of site fidelity, and the M and S forms differ in preferred swarming landmark (but, very curiously, one swarm sampled was all M one day and all S the next). Cues for swarming behaviour could therefore play an extremely important role in assortative mating. Intriguingly, assortative mating in the field seems to break down within houses [15] , perhaps also suggesting that swarming behaviour contributes to it. It would be very interesting if harmonic matching were shown to contribute to efficient swarming as well as courtship by minimising air distortion. Diabate and others [14] attempted to assess if mate choice was important within swarms by introducing tethered females; these were mated irrespective of the subspecies, but whether they were capable of subtle harmonic matching perhaps seems unlikely.
How could a role of harmonic matching in mosquito speciation be clearly demonstrated? Unfortunately, the highly interactive duetting means that manipulative sound playback experiments which are used in other systems such as Drosophila [16] do not seem appropriate. However, lessons from fruit flies could still help resolve this. In Drosophila, great progress is being made in identifying genes involved in song pattern generation and audition [17, 18] . Recent empirical work from large scale genetic studies has shown that 'islands' of the genome which show stronger differentiation are likely to contain genes responsible for ecological adaptation or reproductive isolation [19] . Such islands have been identified in the genome of the M and S forms of An. gambiae [20] and seem to contain relatively few genes. If it turns out that these include genes involved in acoustic communication, a role of harmonic matching in mosquito speciation would be highly likely.
